
Compare the billing statements for ABC Radio and ACME Electric.  The same paralegal and 
attorney worked on each case during the same time frame. Identify any item(s) on the bills 
that you find questionable and the reason why you question the time entry.   



ABC Radio, Client No. 4514.22 

Attorney Robert Morgan bills at $350/hour 

Paralegal Alicia Corbett bills at $150/hour 

Date Timekeeper Time Fee Description of Time Spent 
1/13 Corbett 7.1 1065.00 Analyzed documents in preparation for witness 

interviews; called client about witness 
statement; was told that they prepared a file; 
drafted status memorandum for Attorney 
Morgan; attempted to call Joe Smith at Widgets 
(former Acme service member); talked with 
Steve Olsen (who made service call); drafted 
additional status memorandum for Attorney 
Morgan; received phone call from Joe Smith; 
questioned Joe Smith about the incident in Jan. 
2006; drafted status update for Attorney 
Morgan.  

1/13 Corbett .5 75.00 Drafted message and instructions as to Acme 
interview being rescheduled; drafted question 
as to Widget’s records status.  

1/14 Morgan 1.2 420.00 Telephone T. Jones and discussed preparation 
for upcoming settlement conference; 
considered City building file; drafted 
investigative assignment; received Johnson’s 
$325k letter and enclosures; evaluated basis 
and drafted analysis and suggested approach 
to client; reviewed initial report as to city 
records; drafted update to client.  

1/14 Corbett .6 90.00 Called City of Fairbanks Building Department; 
left message about file for 999 Dagwood Street.  

1/14 Morgan .3 105.00 Conducted telephone interview with the City of 
Fairbanks Building manager about sewer 
compliance of 999 Dagwood St; drafted status 
e-mail for Attorney Morgan; went to City Hall to 
review records concerning 999 Dagwood 
Street; analyzed and reviewed records; drafted 
status memorandum; conferred with Attorney 
Morgan.  

1/14 Morgan .8 280.00 Called Steve Shuttleworth for follow-up 
appointment on certain relevant documents 
concerning 999 Dagwood Streets sewer 
system.  

1/14 Corbett 5.6 840.00 Studied plaintiffs' revised and amended set of 
exhibits; drafted response to objections through 
Ex. 123; messaged opposing counsel; reviewed 



Date Timekeeper Time Fee Description of Time Spent 
pre-evidence instructions; drafted suggested 
changes; drafted update; messaged client; 
reviewed jury pool input and research; drafted 
witness summaries.  

1/17 Morgan 1.5 525.00 Received and reviewed further request by 
carrier 

1/17 Morgan 3.0 1050.00 Received and reviewed objections to jury 
instructions 

1/17 Corbett 4.9 735.00 Researched and analyzed reasons why 
international building code does not apply to the 
'second toilet issue'; assisted Attorney Morgan 
with measuring and taking pictures of 999 
Dagwood Street for purposes of determining 
sewer placement in relation to plat 
arrangement; drafted status memorandum for 
Attorney Morgan about distinctions between 
international building code and uniform building 
code; reviewed and analyzed Alaska State law 
re: the court interpretation of international 
mechanical and uniform mechanical code; 
researched and analyzed Pavone v. Pavone, 
860 P.2d 1228,1231-1233 (Alaska 1993). 
(Reduced from 8.00 hours)  

1/18 Corbett 14.0 2100.00 Conferred with Attorney Morgan about closing 
statements; reviewed Attorney Abbott’s Advice 
of Counsel for inconsistencies; drafted 
questions for Chad Greenhagen; reviewed and 
analyzed trial logs and incorporated appropriate 
themes and points in closing argument 
PowerPoint presentation; revised PowerPoint 
upon conferring with Attorney Morgan; 
incorporated jury instructions and special 
verdict form.  

1/19 Corbett 8.9 1335.00 Prepared for and attended trial. 
1/19 Morgan 6.9 2415.00 

 
Continued trial preparation and attended jury 
selection; drafted changes to objections to 
amended plaintiffs' exhibit list; edited 
defendants' exhibit list; drafted instructions as to 
revised exhibits; conferred with clients as to 
upcoming events; coordinated as to witnesses; 
rehearsed opening statement; drafted trial day 
one update. 

1/20 Corbett 5.7 855.00 Revised closing statement PowerPoint 
presentation. 

 



Acme Electric, Client No. 4514.22 

Attorney Robert Morgan bills at $350/hour 

Paralegal Alicia Corbett bills at $150/hour 

Paralegal Megan Hall bills at $150/hour 

Date  Timekeeper Time Fee Description of Time Spent 

1/13 Morgan .6 210.00 Reviewed file documents from S. Millar; 
telephoned Acme Electric to relieve 
anxiety mentioned in notes over claim 
and set up appointment with driver; 
telephoned Attorney Aschenbrener at 
request of client; telephoned Attorney 
Ringstad and left message.  

1/14 Morgan 1.6 560.00 Met with Dudley Davis and Monica 
Morley re: details of the accident and 
their concerns/approach to the case; 
telephoned S. Millar re: follow up items 
and confirming admitting liability in the 
Answer; drafted Answer. 

1/14 Corbett 1.2 180.00 Edited and revised Disclosure 
Statement; began compiling and bates 
numbering documents for Disclosure. 

1/14 Hall 3.3 495.00 Conferred with Attorney Wilson re: 
possibly locating witness; conducted 
paid search, confirmed vehicle plates 
were registered to witness, obtained 
real property information and learned 
property in North Pole, AK had been 
purchased by witness (2222 Kale and 
2232 Kale); searched Facebook and 
Twitter to find information on witness; 
conducted paid search for current 
residence of witness, confirmed Kale 
address was most recently address 
reported as of May 2011; conducted 
search of the Department of Defense, 
Manpower, confirmed witness was in 
the Army; conducted search for 
witness’s wife, Tina Howard, located 
her Facebook page and Twitter 
account; drafted and sent summary e-
mail to Attorney Morgan re: search 
results. 

1/14 Morgan .3 105.00 Telephoned S. Millar re: status with 



Date  Timekeeper Time Fee Description of Time Spent 

efforts to locate scene witness; followed 
up with Paralegal Hall re: same; 
reviewed documents from New Century 
Video; reviewed and responded to e-
mail from Paralegal Hall re: what she 
found to date and gave follow up 
instructions; reviewed medical records 
from Mat-Su; reviewed public 
assistance records.  

1/14 Morgan 2.0 700.00 Reviewed response from 
Unemployment Insurance; reviewed 
authority for same. 

1/14 Corbett 2.9 435.00 Telephoned Linda Marcus of New 
World Video re: plaintiff’s employment 
records; drafted memo re: same; 
received and reviewed application and 
paystubs. 

1/17 Morgan 1.5 525.00 Returned telephone call to S. Millar re: 
15k in authority; telephoned Monica 
Morley to advise of case status; tried to 
contact plaintiff and left message; 
telephoned Ringstad re: update on 
phone number; drafted offer of 
judgment. 

1/17 Corbett 3.0 4500.00 Drafted letter to Attorney Ringstad re: 
complete tax records including 
attachments and medical release; 
began researching contact information 
for providers listed in discovery 
responses. 

1/17 Corbett 1.0 150.00 Travelled to the witness residence and 
delivered letter from Attorney Morgan 
requesting contact to discuss accident 
details; conferred with Attorney Morgan 
re: the status of my service of the letter 
and also confirmed that 2222 Kale Rd., 
North Pole, AK was the proper address 
for witness and he received mail at that 
address. 

1/18 Corbett 2.0 300.00 Researched contact information and 
drafted records request letters to 
Lebanon Community Hospital, Craig 
Clinic, Sweet Home Family Medicine, 
Klawock Medical Clinic, Ketchikan 
General Hospital, Dr. Downing, AIC 



Date  Timekeeper Time Fee Description of Time Spent 

Urgent Care, Dr. John Duddy, FMH 
Pain Center, Dr. Paul Jensen, Northern 
Lights Pain Management, Dr. Cooney, 
Walther Dental Clinic and Four Corners 
Dental; drafted requests for updated 
records from FMH, ICHC and Dr. 
Johnson; drafted email to Scott Millar 
requesting authorization to proceed 
with an IME with Dr. Joosse; 
telephoned Dr. Joosse's office to check 
his availability for an IME. 

1/19 Corbett 1.0 150.00 Prepared supplemental disclosure; 
telephoned AIC Urgent Care re: status 
of records request; telephoned Medical 
Evaluations of Alaska re: scheduling 
IME with Dr. Dietrich; drafted memo re: 
same; drafted summary of case to be 
sent to Dr. Dietrich. 

1/19 Morgan 1.3 455.00 Reviewed file in preparation of hearing; 
attended motion to withdraw hearing; 
required plaintiff to sign her medical 
release on record; conferred with 
plaintiff re: discovery expectations. 

1/20 Corbett 4.0 600.00 Received telephone message from Dr. 
Hunter's office re: fax number; drafted 
records request letter to same; received 
fax from Dr. Johnson's office re: no 
visits since 1/10/11; received fax from 
Dr. Valentz's office; received telephone 
call from Dr. Cooney's office re: plainitff 
not a patient and may have been seen 
at Mat-Su Regional. 
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